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The Mediator complex plays an essential role in the regulation of eukaryotic transcription. The Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae core Mediator comprises 21 subunits, which are organized into Head, Middle and Tail modules. Previously, 
the Head module was assigned to a distinct dense domain at the base, and the Middle and Tail modules were identi-
fied to form a tight structure above the Head module, which apparently contradicted findings from many biochemical 
and functional studies. Here, we compared the structures of the core Mediator and its subcomplexes, especially the 
first 3D structure of the Head + Middle modules, which permitted an unambiguous assignment of the three modules. 
Furthermore, nanogold labeling pinpointing four Mediator subunits from different modules conclusively validated 
the modular assignment, in which the Head and Middle modules fold back on one another and form the upper por-
tion of the core Mediator, while the Tail module forms a distinct dense domain at the base. The new modular model 
of the core Mediator has reconciled the previous inconsistencies between the structurally and functionally defined 
Mediator modules. Collectively, these analyses completely redefine the modular organization of the core Mediator, 
which allow us to integrate the structural and functional information into a coherent mechanism for the Mediator’s 
modularity and regulation in transcription initiation.
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Introduction

Eukaryotic transcriptional regulation is largely focused 
on the initiation process, which involves recruitment of 
RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) and general transcription 
factors (TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH) 
to a promoter, followed by the assembly of the pre-
initiation complex (PIC) [1]. Both basal and activated 
transcriptions are critically dependent on the Mediator 
complex [2-5], which is preeminently responsible for 
PIC assembly in vivo and for conveying regulatory sig-
nals from DNA-binding transcription factors to PIC. Al-
though Mediator plays an essential and critical role in the 

regulation of transcription in all eukaryotes, the detailed 
architecture and molecular mechanisms of the complex 
remain largely elusive.

Based on extensive biochemical and genetic studies, 
the core Mediator subunits have been suggested to be 
organized into three functional modules, Head, Middle 
and Tail, and the modular architecture and subunit com-
position are conserved from yeast to human [6]. Electron 
microscopy (EM) has been used to obtain structural 
information about Mediator from the budding yeast S. 
cerevisiae [7-9], the fission yeast S. pombe [10], and 
human [11, 12]. The low abundance, heterogeneity and 
intrinsic flexibility of Mediator have prevented the high-
resolution structural determination of the entire complex. 
To date, the best-resolved Mediator structure was from S. 
cerevisiae using cryo-EM (~28 Å); however, the model 
bias with regard to particle selection and projection-
matching refinement were not alleviated [8]. Although 
the EM structures of the Mediator complex from several 
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species have been determined, none of the subunits has 
yet been clearly localized in the complex by EM. 

Due to the complexity, flexibility and modularity of 
the core Mediator, many basic questions, such as the 
boundaries of the three modules, how they are orga-
nized, and how they interact with each other, remain 
unresolved. Despite the breakthroughs in the determina-
tion of the atomic structure of the Head modules from S. 
cerevisiae and S. pombe [13-15], the assignment of the 
Head module in the core Mediator remains vague [16]. 
Previous EM studies suggested that the Head module 
corresponded to a distinct dense domain at the base, and 
the Middle/Arm and Tail modules folded back onto each 
other to form a tight structure [7, 17]. Unfortunately, the 
segmentation was based solely on a comparison of low-
resolution EM reconstructions of the core Mediator in 
RNAPII-associated and free forms [7, 17], which was 
ambiguous and apparently contradicted the informa-
tion acquired from the following biochemical and func-
tional studies: (1) the Head and Middle modules were 
reported to form a functional core of the Mediator [18, 
19], whereas the Head module is largely separated from 
the Middle module in the previous EM model; (2) the 
theoretical molecular weight (MW) suggests that the 
Tail module should be the largest component and the 
Head module should be the smallest; however, the cal-
culated MWs of the three segmented modules based on 
the previous EM model are roughly the same [8]; (3) the 
extensive interaction of the C-terminal domain (CTD) 
of RNAPII with the Head module has been firmly estab-
lished [13, 14]; however, a recent EM study reported that 
CTD mainly binds to the Middle module of the Mediator 
[20]; (4) the RNAPII was typically visualized as bind-
ing to Mediator through the Tail and Middle modules in 
previous EM studies [8, 20], although the Head module 
is responsible for binding RNAPII. These contradictory 
observations suggest that the previous understanding of 
the modular organization of the core Mediator is most 
likely confounded, posing a significant impediment to 
understanding the detailed architecture and molecular 
mechanisms of Mediator.

To understand how the core Mediator carries out mul-
tiple essential functions, it is critical to characterize the 
modular architecture, and to understand how the modules 
are organized and how they interact with each other to 
enable regulation of transcription. Here, we compared 
the EM structures of the core Mediator and its subcom-
plex, especially the first 3D structure of the Head + Mid-
dle modules, performed nanogold labeling of multiple 
subunits from different modules, and proposed a new 
modular organization of Mediator, which resolves many 
inconsistencies of the previous model with the biochemi-

cal and functional studies. The redefined model allowed 
us to integrate the structural and functional information 
into a coherent mechanism for Mediator modularity and 
regulation in transcription initiation.

Results

Improved biochemical preparation of the core Mediator 
complex 

The S. cerevisiae core Mediator complex comprises 
21 subunits, which are organized into three functional 
and structural modules, including Head, Middle, and Tail 
(Figure 1A) [21]. It is extremely difficult to prepare ho-
mogeneous Mediator particles that are suitable for struc-
tural analyses. Previously, we established a purification 
procedure involving ammonium sulfate precipitation to 
enrich the Mediator-containing fraction and two steps of 
affinity chromatography using IgG and Ni-NTA columns 
[8]. To further remove any minor contamination, an ion 
exchange Mono Q column was employed (Supplemen-
tary information, Figure S1). The improved procedure 
yielded the nearly stoichiometric 21-subunit core Media-
tor complex, which was uniform in composition based 
on SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 1B). The homogene-
ity and concentration of the core Mediator preparation 
were substantially improved using the new purification 
method, and we obtained a highly homogeneous Media-
tor preparation at a concentration of over 1 mg/ml. The 
particles observed by EM appeared well-preserved and 
were similar in size and overall shape (Figure 1C). 

Classification of structural heterogeneity of the core Me-
diator complex 

Due to the substantial flexibility and extended shape 
of the core Mediator structure, the cryo images showed 
a very low signal-to-noise ratio and could not be stably 
aligned, leading to a considerable problem of model 
bias in the previous cryo reconstruction of the Mediator 
complex [8]. EM of heterogeneous particles preserved in 
negative staining produces much higher signal-to-noise 
ratio than unstained cryo-EM. On the other hand, while 
molecules prepared by vitrification usually adopt random 
orientations in the amorphous ice layer, negative staining 
tends to induce preferred orientations of the molecules 
on the carbon support film. By taking advantage of the 
preferred orientation induced by negative staining, image 
alignment and classification could be used to distinguish 
differences in the molecular conformation without hav-
ing to simultaneously address differences in orientation. 
Therefore, we performed negative staining EM to char-
acterize the structural variability of the core Mediator, 
and used the random conical tilt method to obtain 3D 
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Figure 1 Structure of the core Mediator complex. (A) Schematic view of subunit and modular organization of the core Media-
tor from S. cerevisiae. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of the native core Mediator purified from S. cerevisiae. The purifications were 
separated by SDS-PAGE, followed by Ruby staining. (C) A typical micrograph of the well-preserved particles under negative 
staining. Scale bar, 50 nm. (D) Two-dimensional (2D) EM analysis of the core Mediator. Three different conformations were 
identified through reference-free alignment and classification of EM images, showing variability in the position of a dense do-
main at the base. Scale bar, 100 Å. (E) Three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of the core Mediator in three conformations. 
Scale bar, 100 Å. (F) Different views of the 3D reconstructions of the core Mediator in closed conformation. (G) Comparison 
of the 2D structures of the core Mediator complex from S. pombe and S. cerevisiae and difference mapping establishes 
that the dense domain at the base of S. cerevisiae Mediator most likely corresponds to the Tail module, which is absent in 
S. pombe Mediator. Contour plots calculated from 2D structures of the core Mediators from S. pombe and S. cerevisiae are 
color-coded to highlight structural conservation and the approximate boundary of the Tail module.

reconstructions [22].
Three different conformations of the core Mediator 

were identified through the reference-free alignment and 
classification of EM images. The Mediator particles were 
nearly evenly distributed among the three different con-
formations (named collapsed, closed and open) (Figure 
1D). The upper portion of the structure was largely sta-
ble, as indicated by reproducible structural details across 

different class averages. Further classification suggests 
that the structural variability among these three confor-
mations was predominantly due to changes in the posi-
tion of the dense domain at the bottom, which could be 
either separated from or abutted to the upper portion. The 
base domain pivoted on a central connection to the upper 
portion, which was stretched in the open conformation 
and condensed in the collapsed and closed conforma-
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tions. Moreover, the base domain appeared to undergo 
limited rotational rearrangement. 

3D reconstructions of the core Mediator in three confor-
mational states

Information from the images of tilted particles was 
used to obtain 3D reconstructions of the the complex 
in three different conformations (Figure 1E). It is note-
worthy that these represent the first Mediator EM recon-
structions in different conformational states. In contrast, 
the previously published EM structures were just the 
averaging of different conformations of the Mediator. 
By computationally sorting out different conformational 
states and reconstructing the structures from well-defined 
populations, the resulting 3D structures are consider-
ably more intricate and provide new information for the 
Mediator structural organization, although the nominal 
resolution of the 3D reconstructions was not higher (Sup-
plementary information, Figure S2) than that in previous 
studies. In particular, the structure of the upper portion of 
the Mediator, which was largely featureless in previous 
reconstructions, appeared much more complicated here, 
with several interconnected segments (Figure 1F).

Structural comparison of the core Mediator complexes 
from S. cerevisiae and S. pombe

Interestingly, the S. pombe Mediator contains only the 
Head and Middle modules [10]. According to compari-
sons of the crystal structures, the Head modules from S. 
cerevisiae and S. pombe are well-conserved despite the 
structured regions showing only 15% sequence identity 
[14]. To reinforce this observation, we determined the 2D 
structure of S. pombe Mediator; consistently, the structure 
of the Mediator from S. pombe closely resembled that of 
S. cerevisiae Mediator, especially the upper portion of 
the S. cerevisiae structure (Figure 1G). The density of the 
movable dense domain at the base was entirely absent in 
the S. pombe structure (Figure 1G). Structural differences 
in Mediator between the two yeast species were further 
validated by difference mapping, a technique in which 
EM maps of a complex and a related stable subcomplex 
are compared to determine subunit localization. The 2D 
class average of the S. pombe Mediator matches that of 
the upper portion of S. cerevisiae Mediator in the open 
conformation, and the difference mapping conclusively 
identified the movable dense domain at the base as the 
structural difference. These observations reinforce the 
conservation of the Mediator structure despite the rather 
low sequence conservation of Mediator subunits [8, 14], 
and suggest that the distinct dense domain at the base 
most likely represents the Tail module that is absent in 
the S. pombe Mediator [10], instead of the Head module 

as previously indicated [7, 17]. 

Structure of the Head + Middle modules
To verify whether the dense domain at the base cor-

responds to the Tail module, we characterized the Head 
+ Middle modules assemblage by taking advantage of 
a Med16 ∆ mutant in which the Tail module dissociates 
[23, 24], and then compared the structure with that of 
the core Mediator. We purified the native Head + Middle 
modules from the Med16 ∆ yeast strain by affinity tag-
ging of Med21, a subunit of the Middle module (Figure 
2A). Unexpectedly, we found that Med19 was stably co-
purified with the Middle module, which was previously 
identified as a component of the Head module [21] and 
was, however, absent from the endogenous purification 
of the Head module [13, 25]. Moreover, Med14, formerly 
assigned to the Tail module [21], was also stably co-puri-
fied with the Middle module (Figure 2B). These findings 
of Med19 and Med14 co-purification with the Middle 
module led to an updated map of the Mediator subunit 
and modular organization (Supplementary information, 
Figure S1) through integration with the published data 
[21]. 

The quality of the purification of Head + Middle mod-
ules was assessed by a direct examination of the homoge-
neity and integrity of the particles by EM. The particles 
were found to be highly pure and homogenous, and 
appeared well-preserved and similar in size and overall 
shape under negative staining (Figure 2C and Supplemen-
tary information, Figure S3). Upon adsorption to amor-
phous carbon support films, the Head + Middle particles 
also showed a strongly preferred orientation. The refer-
ence-free alignment and classification of the EM images 
of the Head + Middle modules generated several 2D aver-
ages corresponding to different conformations (Figure 2D 
and Supplementary information, Figure S3). In particular, 
an extended hammer-shaped domain at the left was vari-
ably connected to the stable right portion of the structure 
(Figure 2D). Information from images of tilted particles 
was used to obtain 3D reconstructions (Figure 2E), and 
the structural variability evident in the 2D averages was 
also clearly reflected in the 3D structures (Supplementary 
information, Figure S4). Because the protein concentra-
tion of the current preparation of Head + Middle modules 
was still very low (< 0.05 mg/ml), we could not perform 
a cryo-EM reconstruction at the time.

Boundary of the Tail module
To obtain direct evidence for the localization of the 

Tail module, we compared the structure of the Head + 
Middle modules obtained from the Med16 ∆ strain with 
that of the core Mediator. The structure of the Head + 
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Middle modules matches that of the upper portion of the 
core Mediator in the open conformation, and difference 
mapping firmly identified the movable dense region at 
the base as the Tail module (Figure 2F). To further vali-
date the localization of the Tail module, an oligohistidine 
tag was engineered onto the C terminus of Med14, which 
is a connector of the Middle and Tail module [21, 23]. 
After incubation the core Mediator particles with Ni-
NTA nanogold probes, the class averages clearly showed 
a small, well-defined area of high density, representing 
a gold cluster (Figure 2G). The labeling specificity of 
the nanogold was confirmed by the absence of the dense 
spot in the single-particle images obtained from control 
preparations without the oligohistidine tag at the C termi-
nus of Med14 (data not shown). The gold clusters clearly 
pinpointed that the C terminus of Med14 was located at 
the tip of the upper portion of the structure and inserted 
into the distinct dense domain at the base, which corre-
sponded to the Tail module. This observation is consis-
tent with the structural role of Med14 as a connector of 
the Middle and Tail modules [21, 23].

The localization of the Tail module was further vali-
dated by fitting the 3D EM structure of the Head + Mid-
dle modules into that of the core Mediator, which reveals 
that the Head + Middle modules correspond in size and 
shape to the upper portion of the core Mediator (Figure 
2H), while the dense region at the base corresponds to 
the Tail module, which accounts for more than 40% of 
the total density of the core Mediator. The peripheral 
position of the Tail module is consistent with its inde-
pendent ability to interact with nucleosomes [26, 27] and 
transcription factors [2, 24], and its mobility must be at 
least partially related to the structural flexibility of the 
Med14 subunit, which is a connector of the Middle and 
Tail modules [21, 23]. Collectively, structural compari-
son of the core Mediator and the Head + Middle mod-
ules, combined with the nanogold labeling of the Med14 

subunit of the Tail module, defines the boundary of the 
Tail module.

Boundaries of the Head and Middle modules
Further information about the boundaries of the Head 

and Middle modules was derived from a more detailed 
analysis of the structure of the Head + Middle modules. 
Comparison of the 2D and 3D structures of the Head 
+ Middle modules and those of the Head module [28] 
indicates that the Head module matches the right-side 
portion of the Head + Middle modules in size and shape 
(Figure 3A). Moreover, difference mapping conclusively 
identified the right-side dense region of the Head + Mid-
dle modules as the Head module and the left-side elon-
gated region as the Middle module (Figure 3A). Consis-
tently, the crystal structure of the Head module (PDBID:  
4GWP) [13] could be unambiguously fitted into the right 
portion of the Head + Middle modules, with the size and 
shape closely matched (Figure 3B), substantiating the 
localization of the Head module. Thus, we were able to 
calculate the first 3D structure of the Middle module by 
subtracting the Head module density from the structure 
of the Head + Middle modules (Figure 3B). 

We further validated the localization of the Head and 
Middle modules by nanogold labeling of several Media-
tor subunits that belong to the two modules. An oligohis-
tidine tag was engineered onto the C terminus of Med17 
(Head module), Med22 (Head module) and Med21 
(Middle module). After incubation with nanogold probes, 
the single-particle images and class averages of the core 
Mediator particles (or Head + Middle modules) clearly 
showed a dense spot, which corresponded to a gold clus-
ter (Figure 3C). The positions of the nanogold clusters 
correctly reflect the localization of the corresponding 
tagged subunits in the complex. The gold clusters clearly 
pinpointed the C-termini of the Med17 and Med22 sub-
units at roughly the same position on the upper-right 

Figure 2 Structure of the Head + Middle modules and boundary of the Tail module. (A) Schematic view of obtaining the Tail-
less core Mediator by deletion of the med16 gene. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of the native Head + Middle modules. (C) A typi-
cal micrograph of the Head + Middle particles preserved under negative staining. Scale bar, 50 nm. (D) Representative 2D 
structures of the Head + Middle modules. The yellow and green arrows indicate the regions showing high degree of structural 
flexibility. Scale bar, 100 Å. (E) Different views of the 3D reconstructions of the Head + Middle modules in two different con-
formations. Scale bar, 100 Å. (F) Comparison of the structures of the core Mediator and the Head + Middle modules and dif-
ference mapping establishes that the dense domain at the base of the core Mediator corresponds to the Tail module. Contour 
plots calculated from 2D structures are color-coded to highlight the modular correspondence and the boundary of the Tail 
module. (G) Localization of the C terminus of the Med14 subunit revealed by Ni-NTA-Nanogold labeling. Single particles of 
nanogold-labeled core Mediator complex (middle), a corresponding class average (left), and a diagram representing the lo-
calization of the Med14 C terminus (right) are shown. (H) Fitting of the structure of the Head + Middle modules (semitranspar-
ent purple surface) into the core Mediator structure (semitransparent yellow mesh). Comparison of the structures of the core 
Mediator and the Head + Middle modules combined with the nanogold labeling of the Med14 subunit firmly establishes the 
boundary of the Tail module.
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portion of the core Mediator, which directly validates the 
assignment of the Head module. This observation is con-
sistent with the proximal localizations of the C-termini 
of these two subunits based on the crystal structure of the 

Head module (PDBID: 4GWP) [13]. The C terminus of 
Med21 in the averages of the Head + Middle modules 
and the core Mediator particles was consistently pin-
pointed at the upper-left region of the structures (Figure 
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3C). Therefore, nanogold labeling of the different Media-
tor subunits conclusively validated the localizations of 
the Head and Middle modules. The Head module forms 
the upper-right portion of the core Mediator, which 
resembles a closed wrench, while the Middle module 
corresponds to the upper-left portion, which is very elon-
gated and extended.

The Head module was largely stable in conformation, 
as indicated by reproducible structural details across dif-
ferent class averages, and was readily separated from the 
Middle module in some conformations (Supplementary 
information, Figure S5). Interestingly, 3D reconstruc-
tions of the Head + Middle modules at a lower density 
threshold only revealed the structural features of the 
Head module, indicating that the Head module acts as 
the scaffold for Head + Middle assembly (Supplemen-
tary information, Figure S3). Detailed structural analysis 
demonstrates that the Middle module could be flexibly 
connected to the Head module through one or two con-
nectors (Figure 3B), of which one is stable and the other 
is dynamic. The stable connector is centered on the fixed 
jaw region of the Head module. This connection per-
haps represents the interaction between the Med17 and 
Med19 subunits [21], which could explain why deletion 
of Med19 leads to the dissociation of only the Middle 
module, whereas the Head and Tail modules remain 
tightly bound [25]. The dynamic connecting point around 
the shoulder region of the Head module, corresponding 
to Med6, most likely represented the interaction between 
Med6 and Med21 [14, 29], which was supported by the 
localization of Med21 (Figure 3C). Interestingly, the two 
identified inter-modular interaction points correspond to 
the arm and nose regions of the Head module, respec-
tively, which have been suggested to bind the Middle 
module [14]. Consistent with this observation, the srb4-

138 mutant, with an apparent destabilization of both 
regions, exhibits a Mediator complex that consistently 
breaks apart at the Head/Middle inter-module boundary 
[30].

Modular organization of the core Mediator complex
A detailed comparison of the structures of the core 

Mediator and its subassemblies, combined with nano-
gold labeling of multiple Mediator subunits of different 
modules, suggests that the Head + Middle modules form 
the upper portion of the structure, while the Tail module 
forms the dense domain at the base (Figure 3D and Sup-
plementary information, Figures S6 and S7). The Head 
and Middle modules fold back on one another and form 
an independent triangular structure, which is consistent 
with previous findings that the Head and Middle modules 
form a functional core of the Mediator [18, 19]. The po-
sition of the Tail module at the base of the core Mediator 
is consistent with its independent functions in interacting 
with nucleosomes [26, 27] and transcription factors [2, 
24] (Figure 3D and Supplementary information, Figure 
S7).

These observations directly challenge previous module 
segmentations of the core Mediator, in which the Middle/
Tail modules tightly interact with each other and form 
the upper portion of Mediator, while the Head module is 
largely separated and corresponds to the dense domain at 
the base [7, 17]. The limitations of the previous segmen-
tations were that they were based solely on comparisons 
of low-resolution EM structures of the core Mediator as-
sociated with RNAPII and in free forms [7], which were 
very ambiguous; furthermore, none of the individual 
Mediator subunits was localized in the EM structure [7, 
8, 17]. Moreover, the theoretical MW suggests that the 
Tail module should be the largest component and that the 

Figure 3 Boundaries of the Head and Middle modules. (A) Comparison of the structures of the Head + Middle modules and 
the Head module [28], combined with difference mapping, establishes that the Middle module corresponds to the extended 
domain at the left and the Head module forms the right portion of the structure. (B) Two views of the 3D reconstructions of 
the Head + Middle modules unambiguously fitted into the crystal structural model of the Head module (PDBID: 4GWP) [13]. 
The additional density related to the Middle module is represented as a green solid surface. A diagram (inset) revealing the 
boundary and connectors (yellow stars) between the Head and Middle modules is shown. (C) Localization of Mediator sub-
units from the Middle and Head modules revealed by using Ni-NTA nanogold probes against the His10 tag incorporated into 
the C-termini of Med21 (Middle), Med17 (Head) and Med22 (Head). Single particles of the nanogold-labeled core Mediator 
(middle), corresponding class averages (left) and diagrams representing the localization of the C terminus of each subunit 
(right) are shown. (D) Fitting the crystal structural model of the Head module (PDBID: 4GWP) [13] into the core Mediator 
structure (semitransparent colors according to the module segmentation). Comparison of the structures of the core Mediator 
and module assemblages, combined with the nanogold labeling of several subunits of different modules, completely rede-
fines the modular organization of the core Mediator. (E) Representative class averages of the core Mediator interacting with 
RNAPII (left) and a figure representing the interaction modes of Mediator with RNAPII (right). The CTD of RNAPII deduced 
from the crystal structure (PDBID: 4GWQ) [13] is highlighted as the blue sphere. The X-ray structures of the four Srb subunits 
[13] (Med17/Srb4, Med18/Srb5, Med20/Srb2, and Med22/Srb6) in the Head module are shown in purple ribbon, and the only 
Srb subunit in the Middle module (Med21/Srb7) is represented by a purple ball.
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Head module should be the smallest. The calculated MW 
of each module in our redefined model is very close to 
its theoretical MW; however, the previous segmentation 
model suggests that the MW of each module is roughly 
the same (Figure 4A). 

 
Functional interaction of Mediator with RNAPII

Among the Mediator modules, the highly conserved 
Head module is the most well-characterized, and it in-
teracts directly with the RNAPII machinery [28, 31, 32]. 
Interestingly, nine Mediator subunits are encoded by 
Srb genes, which were first identified through a genetic 
screen for extragenic suppressors of the RNAPII CTD 
truncation mutations [33, 34]. Among them, four Srb 
subunits belong to the Head module and one to the Mid-
dle module [21] (Figure 3E). Based on functional and 
structural studies, the Head module interacts extensively 
with RNAPII through three putative interaction surfaces 
on RNAPII: the CTD of the Rpb1 subunit [13, 35], the 
Rpb3 subunit [36] and the Rpb4/7 sub-complex [8, 28]. 
When characterizing the Mediator and RNAPII interac-
tion in vitro a couple of years ago, RNAPII was typically 
visualized as binding to the Mediator through the previ-
ously defined ‘Tail’ module, which was far away from 
the formerly identified ‘Head’ module with which RNA-
PII should interact [8]. In contrast, our re-defined model 
clearly shows that RNAPII binds to the Head module of 
the core Mediator.

To investigate the interaction modes of Mediator-
RNAPII, we collected images of Mediator particles in-
cubated with a four-fold molar excess of RNAPII. Two 
representative interaction modes were identified after the 
reference-free alignment and classification of the EM im-
ages of Mediator interacting with RNAPII (Figure 3E), 
substantiating that RNAPII binds tightly to the newly 
defined Head module. After unambiguously fitting the 
crystal structure of the Head module complexed with 
RNAPII CTD (PDBID: 4GWQ) [13] into the 3D map of 
the core Mediator, the orientation of the RNAPII CTD 
binding to the core Mediator could be directly deduced. 
The newly identified CTD-binding site on the ‘Middle’ 
module that was argued by a recent EM study [20] actu-
ally represents the well-established CTD interaction site 
on the Head module. 

The four Srb subunits that belong to the Head module 
could be deduced from the fitted crystal structure [13], 
and the only Srb subunit (Med21/Srb7) [29] of the Mid-
dle module was clearly localized by nanogold labeling 
(Figure 3C). Integration of these observations results in 
the first structural view of the core Mediator-CTD inter-
action network (Figure 3E), in which the extended CTD 
interacting extensively with Med17/Srb4 is proximal to 
the other four Srb subunits of the core Mediator, indicat-

ing a much larger interaction surface of the core Media-
tor for CTD binding. Indeed, it has been suggested that 
there is an extensive interaction surface on Mediator for 
CTD binding, which involves multiple Mediator compo-
nents [3]. In addition to the neck region directly interact-
ing with the extended CTD [13], the joint and moveable 
jaw regions were also proposed to be involved in CTD 
binding [14]. Moreover, it is likely that subunits from the 
other modules also directly interact with CTD because 
the Head module itself is insufficient for CTD binding 
[32].

 
Implications of Mediator’s function in the PIC assembly

In the absence of the Mediator, PIC assembly still 
occurs in an orderly fashion in vitro [37]. However, the 
Mediator complex is preeminently required for PIC as-
sembly in vivo, which interacts extensively with RNA-
PII and general transcription factors. Mediator interacts 
with RNAPII through CTD of the Rpb1 subunit [13, 
35], Rpb3 subunit [36], and Rpb4/7 sub-complex [8, 
28]. Moreover, Mediator directly interacts with general 
transcription factors such as TBP [28, 38], TFIIB [19, 
39], and TFIIH [40]. Surprisingly, all such multipartite 
interactions are dependent on the Head module. Thus, 
we mapped all of the regions reported to interact with 
RNAPII and general transcription factors onto the re-
defined Mediator modular structure and found that the 
interaction with RNAPII machinery is centered on the 
jaw and neck regions of the Head module (Figure 4B). 
An extended network of contacts of the PIC and the Me-
diator is concentrated on three surfaces: a large portion 
of the RNAPII surface centered on the docking region, 
including CTD, Rpb3 and the Rpb4/7 sub-complex; the 
surfaces of TBP/TFIIB; and the Rad3 subunit of TFIIH. 
Consistently, according to the most up-to-date structural 
model of the PIC assembly [37], the RNAPII, TBP/TFI-
IB and TFIIH surfaces are also exposed and available for 
functional interactions with the Mediator (Figure 4B). It 
has been established that TBP/TFIID, TFIIH, TFIIE and 
Mediator could constitute a scaffold for the formation of 
a functional reinitiation complex [41], which remains at 
the promoter after transcriptional initiation. The two po-
tential interaction surfaces of TBP/TFIIB and the Rad3 
subunit of TFIIH with the Head module most likely rep-
resent a first glimpse at the reinitiation scaffold complex. 
Taken together, the newly defined modular organization 
of the core Mediator provides a structural framework for 
understanding the function of Mediator in PIC assembly. 

Discussion

Since the core Mediator is a low-abundance, fragile 
and large protein complex, it is extremely difficult to pre-
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Figure 4 Redefined modular organization of the core Mediator complex and its functional implications. (A) Modular organi-
zation of the yeast Mediator complex. Previously defined modular architecture (left) [7, 8, 17], which was solely based on 
comparing low-resolution EM structures of the core Mediator in RNAPII-associated and free forms. The redefined modular or-
ganization (right) is derived from detailed comparison of the structures of the core Mediator and module assemblages, com-
bined with the nanogold labeling of several subunits of different modules. The inserted histogram lists the theoretical MW of 
each module and the calculated MW obtained from the number of voxels enclosed by each segmented density from both the 
previous and redefined modular model. (B) Multipartite interactions between Mediator and RNAPII and general transcription 
factors. The redefined Mediator modular structure fitted with the X-ray structure of the Head module (left, PDBID: 4GWQ) [13] 
and the surface representation of the RNAPII transcription PIC model (right) [37, 48]. The figure of the PIC model is adapted 
from a previous study [14], and the position of TFIIH is inferred from structural information on the human PIC [37]. The docu-
mented regions of the Mediator Head module that could be responsible for interacting with RNAPII (CTD [13, 35], Rpb3 
subunit [36], and Rpb4/7 sub-complex [8, 28]) and general transcription factors (TBP [28, 38] and TFIIH [40]) are labeled 
with ovals in different colors. The three putative interaction surfaces with Mediator on the PIC are centered on RNAPII (CTD 
[13, 35], Rpb3 subunit [36], and Rpb4/7 sub-complex [8, 28]), TBP [28, 38], TFIIB [19, 39] and TFIIH [40] (the Rad3 subunit), 
which are highlighted with red dashed ovals. 

pare the specimen that is suitable for structural analyses. 
Therefore, the basic question about the boundaries of the 
three modules remained unresolved. The previous mod-

ule segmentation was very ambiguous, which was based 
solely on comparing low-resolution EM structures of 
the core Mediator in RNAPII-associated and free forms 
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[7]. Furthermore, no single core Mediator subunit was 
localized in the EM structures [8, 17] (Figure 4A). In the 
previous modular assignment, the Middle + Tail modules 
interact with each other and form the upper portion of 
Mediator, and the Head module is separated and cor-
responds to the dense domain at the base [7, 17]. Unfor-
tunately, this modular assignment apparently contradicts 
many biochemical and functional studies.

Here we improved the method for isolating the native 
core Mediator and for the first time determined the 3D 
structure of the Head + Middle modules, which enabled 
the precise assignment of all three modules of the core 
Mediator. The structural comparisons of the core Media-
tor and the Head + Middle modules permitted the con-
clusive inference of the Head + Middle and Tail modules. 
Furthermore, the detailed structural comparison of the 
Head + Middle and the Head modules contributed to dis-
tinguishing the Head and Middle modules. Moreover, we 
for the first time successfully pinpointed Mediator sub-
units in the core Mediator by EM. The use of nanogold 
labeling to precisely localize four Mediator subunits that 
belong to different modules critically contributed to the 
modular segmentation of the core Mediator. Our findings 
directly challenged the previous modular segmentation. 
According to the redefined modular model, the Head and 
Middle modules fold back on one another and form the 
upper portion of the core Mediator, while the Tail module 
forms a distinct dense domain at the base. The estimated 
MW of each segmented module in the redefined model 
also closely matches its theoretical MW (Figure 4A). 
Collectively, these analyses have completely redefined 
the modular organization of the core Mediator. 

Through the improved biochemical preparation and 
conformational sorting of the core Mediator particles pre-
served in negative staining, we acquired the first 3D EM 
reconstructions of the core Mediator in three different 
conformations (named collapsed, closed and open). The 
conformational changes are largely due to the mobility of 
the Tail module, which could be either far away from or 
close to the Head + Middle modules. The structure of the 
Head + Middle module assemblage was largely stable, 
which is consistent with the Head and Middle modules 
being the functional core of the Mediator [18, 19]. The 
high mobility of the Tail module is consistent with the 
independent capability of the Tail module to interact with 
transcription factors [2, 24] and nucleosomes [26, 27]. 
Presumably, the conformational flexibility of the Tail 
module could integrate the regulation signals from the 
transcription factors or facilitate the crosstalk between 
transcriptional regulation and the modulation in chroma-
tin structure. 

The previous EM studies suggested that RNAPII 

binds to the ‘Tail’ module [8] and that CTD mainly binds 
to the ‘Middle’ module of the Mediator [20], which are 
contradictory to many biochemical and functional studies 
showing that RNAPII binds to the Head module. After 
unambiguously redefining the modular organization of 
the core Mediator, we have, for the first time, reconciled 
the inconsistency between the structurally and function-
ally defined Mediator modules. The redefined model is 
well-compatible with previous functional and biochemi-
cal studies. Astonishingly, the entire interaction surface 
of the Head module on the core Mediator is highly 
exposed and available for functional interactions with 
RNAPII and general transcription factors (Figure 4B). 
It appears that no conformational changes in Mediator 
are required to expose the interaction surface to achieve 
the PIC assembly. This observation seems contradictory 
to a possible mechanism for transcriptional regulation 
by Mediator [17], whereby a large-scale rearrangement 
of the Mediator structure was argued to be essential for 
generating a surface for PIC assembly. Because the Head 
module alone is insufficient to recapitulate all of the Me-
diator functions [32], additional contacts between com-
ponents of the RNAPII basal transcription machinery and 
other Mediator modules may still be of critical functional 
significance; for example, they may facilitate the disas-
sembly and re-assembly of the PIC.

Although the Mediator complex is a central controller 
of eukaryotic transcription, the detailed architecture and 
molecular mechanisms of the complex remain largely 
elusive. As the modular architecture and subunit com-
position of the Mediator are conserved from yeast to 
human [6], an integrated structural biology approach has 
been proposed to unravel the detailed architecture and 
molecular mechanism of Mediator [16]. We have now re-
defined the modular organization of the core Mediator by 
EM and integrated the structural and functional informa-
tion into a coherent mechanism for Mediator modularity 
and regulation in transcription initiation. This study thus 
constitutes a critical step toward establishing such an in-
tegrated structural biology approach.

Materials and Methods

Yeast strains
A modified TAP (10× histidine-TEV-ProteinA) tag mTAP 

[8] was fused to the C terminus of the Med14, Med17, Med22 
or Med21 subunit, using a PCR-based genomic epitope-tagging 
method in the multiple protease-deficient yeast strain BJ2168 
(MATa leu2 trp1 ura3-52 prb1-1122 pep4-3 prc1-407 gal2). To 
isolate the endogeneous Head + Middle modules, the nonessential 
Mediator subunit Med16/Sin4 was deleted [23, 24].

Purification of the core Mediator, and the Head + Middle 
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modules
Yeast cells were grown in YPD medium. Cells were harvested, 

washed and re-suspended in extraction buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 
7.6, 300 mM KOAc, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM β-ME, 10% (v/v) glyc-
erol, 0.1% (v/v) NP-40 and protease inhibitors). For purification 
of the Head + Middle modules, mTAP tags were inserted to the 
C terminus of the Med21 subunits on the background of BJ2168 
(Med16∆); for preparing the core Mediator complex, mTAP was 
fused to the C terminus of the Med14, Med17, Med22 or Med21 
subunit of BJ2168 strain. First a standard Mediator purification 
procedure using affinity purification was carried out as previously 
described [8]. To further improve the purity and homogeneity, the 
elution from the IgG column was applied onto a Mono Q column 
(GE Healthcare) in Q100 buffer (100 mM ammonium sulfate, 50 
mM Tris, pH 7.6, 10% v/v glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 10 μM ZnSO4, 
0.02% NP-40, 10 mM β-ME) and was resolved over a 100-1 000 
mM ammonium sulfate gradient. The final fractions of the Head + 
Middle modules and the core Mediator complex eluted at different 
ammonium sulfate concentration were flash-frozen in liquid nitro-
gen. S. pombe Mediator purification was prepared from S. pombe 
strains TP161 [10] as described above. Purified protein complexes 
were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and examined by EM.

EM sample preparation, data collection and image analysis
About 3 μl of aliquots (~20 μg protein/ml in 50 mmol/L Tris, 

pH 7.6, 100 mmol/L ammonium sulfate, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1 
mmol/L EDTA, 10 μmol/L ZnSO4, 0.02% NP-40, 10 mmol/β-ME) 
was applied to a carbon-coated 400-mesh Cu EM specimen grid 
freshly glow discharged and was then preserved by staining with 
0.75 % (w/w) uranyl formate solution. Images were recorded at a 
magnification of 62 000× on a 4 096 × 4 096 CCD detector (FEI 
Eagle) with a Tecnai F20 electron microscope (FEI) operating at 
an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Images were recorded by using 
low-dose procedures, at ~0.6-0.8 μm under focus. Two-fold pixel 
binning of the original CCD images resulted in a final pixel size of 
3.54 Å per pixel. Image processing was carried out with SPIDER 
[42] and SPARX [43].

The particles of the Head + Middle modules and the core 
Mediator show a strongly preferred orientation upon adsorption 
to amorphous carbon support films. To overcome the problems 
of preferred orientation and substantial structural variability, 3D 
reconstructions were calculated by using the random conical tilt 
method [22]. Tilted (‒55º) and un-tilted image pairs were obtained 
under low-dose conditions and particles were selected using the 
TiltPicker program [44] and montaged them for interactive screen-
ing, yielding ~3 000 tilt-pairs images of the Head + Middle mod-
ules, and ~5 000 tilt-pairs images of the core Mediator complex. 
We initially analyzed 2D images using the Relion [45] and Sparx 
package [43]. We then used the resulting averages to run iterative 
alternating rounds of supervised multi-reference alignment and 
classification as well as reference-free alignment with SPIDER 
[42] to improve the homogeneity of the image classes [46]. We 
produced all molecular graphics images using Chimera [47].

Nanogold labeling
Gold cluster labeling of Mediator complex was carried out with 

purified Mediator samples with 10× Histidine tagged on Med17, 
Med22, Med14 and Med21 subunits. Incubation of the sample at 
20 μg protein/ml with a 10-fold molar excess of Ni-NTA (Nano-
probes, Yaphank, NY USA) was carried out for 2 h at 4 ºC, then 

dialyzed against the buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 100 mM am-
monium sulfate, 1 mM EDTA, 10 μM ZnSO4 and 0.01% NP-40) 
for another 2 h at 4 ºC. EM samples were prepared and imaged as 
described above.

EM analysis of Mediator-RNAPII interaction
The complex of Mediator-RNAPII was assembled by incuba-

tion Mediator with a four-fold molar excess of RNAPII for 4 h at 
4 ºC. The resulting assembly was negatively stained and examined 
by EM as described above.
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